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delightful pavilions and shaded galleries and little temples, a
heritage of long-dead sovereigns. With that keen appreciation
of beauty which she undoubtedly possessed the Dowager-
Empress utilized in her general scheme these existing construe-
tions. That Tzu-Hsi did not prefer to restore the ruins of the
Yuan Ming Yuan—the neighbouring old Summer Palace, which
was destroyed by the Franco-British expedition in 1860—
cannot be a matter of surprise. She herself had accompanied her
Emperor husband on the flight of the court on the very day on
which the " Western Barbarians s> burned the fantastic palaces
that the Jesuits had designed, and looted and destroyed the
treasures that they contained. Forty years later she had again
to flee before a foreign foe in those dark days of the Boxer
rebellion.
In   constructing  her  new  Summer  Palace  the  Dowager-
Empress made no attempt to reproduce the buildings in the
European  style  that  Chien  Lung had  erected  early in  the
eighteenth century.    She adopted Chinese traditional architec-
ture inherited through long ages.   Although not comparable in
extent the same plan was used as stamps the palaces inside the
city ;   great courtyards surrounded by one-storied buildings ;
roofed in imperial yellow tiles and faced with arcades whose
crimson columns support richly painted beams and ceilings of
intricate design.   In these courts, trees—quince, pine and mag-
nolia—severely pruned, rise from between the stones of the
pavement, and bronze lions, grinning with   courage, phoenix
birds, dragons and cranes disport themselves.   Balustrades and
steps and bridges, all of ivory tinted marble, add to the beauty of
the enclosures.   As a background to the gorgeous yellow roofs
rise other groups of buildings leading up to a great retaining
wall supporting the circular Buddhist temple that crowns the
summit.    On either side from amongst the trees appear the
upturned roofs of kiosks perched on high pinnacles of skilfully
constructed rockwork.    At the back of all stands the richly
decorated block of still another temple. In the adornment of this
scene nature has played, or been made to play, her part lavishly*
Everywhere are clusters of dark pines and trees with pale green
leaves.    The gardens are still tended and cared for and long
trails of wistaria hang from the pergolas and from the tree
trunks, while here and there masses of red and white peonies
blossom in the flower beds or amongst the rocks.    Rising from
the water's edge, pavilions—each a gem of Chinese architecture;

